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ALA Midwinter cont...
I had to laugh when McGee asked her how much ProQuest paid to purchase Ex Libris. She tactfully
declined to supply the amount, as ProQuest is a private company. McGee was equally blunt in inquiring of Bill Schickling of Innovative Interfaces why the equity companies/owners acquired it. McGee
called a representative of one of the equity companies in the audience up to the panel to participate. He
was attending the conference with Schickling and touring libraries to learn more about the library market. Marshall Breeding (independent consultant/expert on state of library systems) was in attendance
and he summarized the state of the industry by saying that the ILS market has gone from a highly fragmented state to its current highly consolidated state. Thus libraries have fewer choices. McGee
wrapped up by observing that company success is dependent upon its library customers' success and
that libraries are competing with commercial companies in terms of the digital experience of its users.
"Discovery Is Great, But What about Usage?"
Two librarians from small academic libraries recounted their recent experiences in implementing the
OCLC WorldCat Discovery Services product. Both listed the single search box as a major reason for
their decision to implement it. The problems of false positives, ineffective known item searching, confusing relevancy ranking results, and more were listed as cons. One library did experience higher use
of their paid full-text resources and a drop in interlibrary loan (ILL) requests. The other saw circulation
of print materials drop and e-books usage rise.
"OCLC Linked Data Roundtable: Stories from the Front"
"Staff from libraries that are implementing linked data discuss current activities and share recent experiences with OCLC's Entity Lookup Service, LC's BIBFRAME pilot program and other linked data
projects."
"Faceted Subject Access Interest Group Meeting"
Two speakers related their FAST (Faceted Application of Subject Terminology) projects. The first project focused on an examination of the difficulties experienced by non-expert catalogers in assigning
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). FAST proved to be more user-friendly and the decision was made to assign FAST to digital and manuscript collections instead of LCSH. The second
speaker described an interesting pilot project to create an autocomplete catalog search interface using
the assignFAST gadget.
"Authority Work of the Future: Taking Controlled Vocabulary and Authority Control Beyond the Library Catalog" and "Authority Control Interest Group Meeting"
These two sessions featured a number of speakers, each of whom described an interesting project to
leverage name and subject authority work and/or to ensure access in an innovative way.

